Sidereal filtering is an effective method for mitigating multipath error in static GPS positioning. Using accurate estimates of multipath repeat time (MRT) in sidereal filtering can further improve the performance of the filter. There are three commonly used methods for estimating the MRT: Orbit Repeat Time Method (ORTM), Aspect Repeat Time Adjustment (ARTA), and Residual Correlation Method (RCM). This study utilizes advanced sidereal filtering (ASF) adopting the MRT estimates derived by the three methods to mitigate the multipath in observation domain, then evaluates the three methods in term of multipath reduction in both coordinate and observation domain. Normally, the differences between the MRT estimates from the three methods are less than 1.2 s on average. The three methods are basically identical in multipath reduction, with RCM being slightly better than the other two methods, whereas for a satellite affected by orbit maneuver (satellite number 13 in this study), the MRT estimated by the three methods differ by up to tens of seconds, and the RCM-and ARTA-derived MRT estimates are better than ORTM-derived ones for ASF multipath reduction. The RCM shows a slight advantage in multipath mitigation, while ORTM is the one of lowest computation and ARTA is the optimal one for real-time ASF. Thus, the best MRT estimation method for practical applications depends on which criterion overweighs the others.
Introduction
For a GPS station, the multipath effects depend on the surroundings of the specific site and the geometric relationship between the GPS receiver (antenna) and satellites [1, 2] . Thus, it is still a challenge to develop a general multipath correction model for different GPS stations. As other errors (e.g., troposphere delay, ionosphere delay, and phase center variation) are well modeled, multipath becomes a major error source in GPS positioning. In general, a GPS satellite revisits a specified ground-based GPS site on basis of the sidereal day. Assuming that the surrounding conditions related to this site are constant every day, the multipath effects for this site appear to be repeated at a sidereal day as well. Based on this time-domain repeatability, Bock et al. [3, 4] proposed a method named sidereal filtering to mitigate multipath error for static GPS positioning. Sidereal filtering has been well developed and widely applied (e.g., [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] ). The general principle of sidereal filtering is the construction of a multipath correction model from the residuals of coordinates or observables of the previous day(s), then the correction of the data of the subsequent day(s) by subtracting the corresponding correction value for each epoch.
Wübbena et al. [5] found that the repeat time of GPS satellite was not equal to an exact sidereal day (23 h 56 min 04 s), and there was a bias of several seconds between the repeat time of GPS constellation and a sidereal day. Hence, if a sidereal day is adopted as a multipath repeat time (MRT), the inaccuracy of several seconds will affect the multipath reduction of sidereal filtering. Some studies have demonstrated that using accurate MRT estimates to implement sidereal filtering can further reduce the variance of the coordinate time series (e.g., [6, 7] ). Filtering with accurate MRT estimates has better performance in mitigating the multipath of the period from 25 to 1000 s [6, 7] . Thus, it is necessary to estimate accurate MRTs in order to improve the multipath mitigation of sidereal filtering. Generally, three methods are used to estimate the MRT. Choi et al. [6] adopted GPS broadcast ephemerides to calculate the orbit repeat time of individual satellite. Their results show that the repeat time of GPS satellites is not equal to a sidereal day, and is satellite-dependent. For brevity, their method is referred as the orbit repeat time method (ORTM). Larson et al. [8] and Agnew and Larson [16] used another method that calculates the time interval between GPS satellite arriving the same topocentric position on two consecutive days as MRT estimate. Their method was named aspect repeat time adjustment (ARTA) [8] . Ragheb et al. [9] adopted a third method. They estimated MRT based on the correlation between two residual (coordinate residual or observable residual) time series from two consecutive days. This method is referred as the residual correlation method (RCM).
Since the three methods adopt different mechanisms and algorithms, they have different computational costs and different application requirements, and their calculated MRT values may be different. Previous studies have compared ORTM with ARTA, but did not take the RCM method into consideration for their comparisons [10, 16] . In addition, their comparisons excluded the MRT estimates of the GPS satellites that were affected by orbit maneuvering. In general, the estimated MRT values are within a range from 86,145 to 86,165 s (hereinafter referred as normal range). When a satellite is affected by orbit maneuver, its repeat time may deviate from the normal range by tens to hundreds of seconds [6, 17] , and it is still unknown what the differences between the MRT estimates derived by the three methods for such a satellite. This study compares the MRT estimates derived by the three methods (ORTM, ARTA, and RCM) for both satellites affected and unaffected by orbit maneuver, and assesses the three methods in aspects of multipath reduction, robustness, computational cost, and real-time application. The MRT estimates from the three methods are adopted in advanced sidereal filtering (ASF), respectively, to mitigate the multipath error of GPS observables. Then, we compare the performances of the three methods in multipath reduction after ASF corrections. The ASF is a modified sidereal filtering, which corrects the multipath of observables for each satellite with its MRT estimate [11, 13] .
Methods

Orbit Repeat Time Method (ORTM)
For a GPS satellite, according to Kepler's third law, the square of the orbital period is directly proportional to the cube of the semi-major axis of its orbit. The orbit period T in inertial space is given by
where a is the semi-major axis of the orbit and GM is the standard gravitational parameter of the Earth. Equation (1) can also be written as
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3 of 16 where n 0 = √ GMa −3/2 is the mean motion of the satellite. In the reference frame on the rotating earth, the repeat time of a satellite relative to a ground-based GPS station is two times its orbit period. Adding a correction n c to mean motion n 0 , the repeat time of the satellite T m is given by
In the right side of Equation (3), π and GM are constants, the value of semi-major axis a and mean motion correction n c can be acquired from the broadcast ephemerides (broadcast ephemerides provide the value of √ a). T m is the repeat time of the satellite and is considered to be an estimate of MRT for this satellite.
The time interval of orbit data in GPS broadcast ephemeris is two hours. Thus, a full-day broadcast ephemeris contains 12 or 13 epochs' data for each satellite. Reading in a GPS broadcast ephemeris, our ORTM program calculates the repeat time of individual satellite at each epoch. For a single day, the program computes the mean and the standard deviation (STD) of the repeat time values of all 12 or 13 epochs for each satellite. The mean for a satellite is the MRT estimate of that satellite on that day. The STD for a satellite is a criterion for evaluating the stability of repeat time estimates of that satellite for the same day.
Aspect Repeat Time Adjustment (ARTA)
For a GPS satellite and a ground-based GPS site, we denote the unit vector of line-of-sight of the receiver-to-satellite at epoch t(t ∈ 1, 2, . . . , 86, 400) as e (t). Assuming that day 1 and day 2 are two consecutive days, and day 2 is after day 1, α(t 0 , t 1 ) denotes the angle between e (t 1 ) and e (t 0 ), e (t 1 ) is the unit vector at epoch t 1 (t 1 ∈ 1, 2, . . . , 86, 400) on day 1, e (t 0 ) is the unit vector at epoch t 0 (t 0 ∈ 1, 2, . . . , 86, 400) on day 2. The α(t 0 , t 1 ) can be calculated by
For a given t 0 , α(t 0 , t 1 ) is a function with the argument t 1 . If α(t 0 , t 1 ) gives a minimal value when
T m is the repeat time of this satellite and is an estimate of MRT for the satellite. The unit vectors can be calculated when the a priori coordinate of the ground-based GPS site and the coordinate of satellites are known. Since the IGS precise ephemeris directly provides the coordinates of satellites, we adopt this type of ephemeris in implementing ARTA for simplifying the calculation. Normally, a daily IGS precise ephemeris provides the satellite coordinates of 96 epochs (interval of 15 min). For each GPS satellite, our ARTA program calculates the unit vectors at all 96 epochs on a given day. Then, the ARTA program searches the closest unit vectors from the previous day for each calculated unit vector of the given day. The unit vectors on the previous day are calculated every second, and the closest unit vectors are searched second by second. In order to calculate the unit vectors every second for the previous day, the coordinates of satellites are interpolated. When the searches of the closest unit vectors are accomplished for all epochs, the estimates of MRT are derived according to Equation (5) . Mean and STD of MRT estimates of all 96 epochs for each satellite are computed. The mean for a satellite is the MRT estimate of this satellite for the given day. The STD is a criterion for evaluating the stability of MRT estimates.
Searching the closest unit vector is a highly time-consuming process in the total computation of ARTA method. Normally, the satellite repeat time is close to 86,154 s [9, 16, 18] . To save search time, we search the closest unit vectors from an epoch interval centered on t 0 + 246(t 0 − 86, 154 + 86, 400) on the previous day. Considering that the repeat time of satellite affected by orbit maneuvering may deviate from 86,154 s by several hundred seconds, the radius of the searching interval is set to 500 s.
Residual Correlation Method (RCM)
Let X = {X i } and Y = {Y i } be the residual (coordinate residual or observable residual) time series of two consecutive days, respectively, where i = 1, 2, · · · , n. n is the total number of residuals. The correlation coefficient of the two time-series is given as
where X, Y is the inner product of time series X and Y, X and Y are the moduli of the time series X and Y. Assuming that the day of time series Y is after the day of time series X. Shifting time series Y to the right by τ epochs generates a new time series Z(τ). The correlation coefficient between time series X and Z(τ) is a function with the argument τ. If the correlation coefficient gives the maximal value when τ = τ m , then the MRT estimate T m is given below
where I is the sample interval of GPS observables. I equals 1 s in this study. I · τ m is the daily advance time, which is the amount of time by which the satellite recurs at the same position earlier each day. For implementing RCM, the residual time series used to estimate MRT were derived from the single-differenced observables of L1 carrier phase. The GPS observation data were collected by dual-antenna GNSS receiver [19, 20] . Since the two antennas are connected to the same receiver (also the same clock), the single difference between antennas eliminates both satellite and receiver clock errors. Each single-differenced observable associated with only one satellite, which provides the possibility of estimating the MRT for each satellite separately. The data processing for obtaining the residual time series used in RCM was divided into two steps. In the first step, the baseline (between the two antennas) solutions are estimated with integer ambiguity resolution by single difference algorithm [18, 21, 22] . In the second step, the daily solutions of baseline components (average of all the single epoch solutions on a day) are substituted into single-differenced observation equations to generate residuals for each satellite and for each epoch. The generated residual time series are low-pass filtered to eliminate high-frequency observation noises, and are then used to estimate MRT. For each satellite, the RCM program calculates the correlation coefficient between residual time series of two consecutive days. As the residual time series of the latter day is shifted to the right epoch by epoch, corresponding correlation coefficients are calculated accordingly. The program searches the maximal correlation coefficient and then calculate MRT using Equation (7) .
Normally, the two residual time series have a maximal correlation coefficient when the shift time I · τ m of one time series is close to 246 s. Thus, RCM can adopt a similar searching strategy as ARTA does. The RCM sets the searching range as an interval centered on 246 s with 500 s as the radius. The numerical range of the maximal correlation coefficient between two residual time series is from −1 to 1. A high maximal correlation coefficient indicates reliable MRT estimate derived by RCM. We set the maximal coefficient threshold to 0.65 and accept an MRT estimate only if the maximal correlation coefficient exceeds the threshold.
Experiment and Results
We compared the MRT estimates derived by ORTM, ARTA, and RCM, and compared the multipath mitigating effectiveness of ASF adopting the MRT estimates from the three methods. The comparisons mainly contain three parts (Figure 1) . Firstly, MRT estimates of individual satellite from day of year (DOY) 1 of 2014 to DOY 365 of 2015 (totally 730 days) were estimated by ORTM and ARTA. The broadcast and precise ephemerides used in the two methods were downloaded from the data center of SOPAC and CDDIS. The estimates of MRT from the two methods were compared. Secondly, single-differenced observable residuals of L1 carrier phase were calculated from DOY 335 to 354, 2014. The generated residual time series were adopted in RCM to estimate the MRT for each Remote Sens. 2018, 10, 6 5 of 16 satellite and each day. The RCM-derived MRT estimates were then compared with the ORTM-and ARTA-derived ones. Lastly, ASF was applied, adopting the MRT estimates from the three methods separately to correct the single-differenced observables. The baseline component solutions estimated from the three ASF corrected observables were compared with those estimated from the observables without ASF corrections. By comparing the STD reduction of coordinate time series and root mean square (RMS) reduction of residual time series, the effectiveness of multipath mitigation of ASF adopting the MRT estimates from the three methods were assessed. In addition to comparing the MRT estimates, we analyzed the robustness and computational cost of the three methods and investigated the potential of ARTA for applying real-time ASF. 
ORTM-Derived MRT vs. ARTA-Derived MRT
MRT for each satellite and each day of 2014 and 2015 was derived by ORTM and ARTA, respectively. We used a position (Latitude: 31.035631°N; Longitude: 121.444421°E) located in Shanghai, China for implementing ARTA; using different positions in ARTA has no obvious effect on MRT estimates [10, 16] . The comparisons here focus on the MRT estimates derived from the orbit data unaffected by maneuvering. The absolute value of the difference between ORTM-and ARTA-derived MRT estimates (referred as AVDOA for short) for each satellite and each day was calculated. The mean and maximum of the two-year AVDOA for each satellite were shown in Figure 2 . The averages of AVDOA are less than 1 s, except for the satellite of pseudo random noise code number (PRN) 03, for which the average is slightly larger than 1 s (1.03 s) (upper panel of Figure 2 , red square). The maximums of AVDOA are not greater than 5 s for most satellites (bottom panel of Figure 2 ). For the two years, the percentage of AVDOA larger than 5 s is only 0.06% (13 in 21,938) for all 32 satellites. Most ADVOA are not larger than 2 s. The percentage of AVDOA not larger than 2 s for each satellite is shown in the upper panel of Figure 2 (blue solid cycle). For most satellites, the percentages are higher than 99%. Even the percentage of PRN 06, which is the smallest one, is higher than 97%. The statistics demonstrate the MRT estimates derived by ORTM and ARTA are highly consistent for the satellites unaffected by orbit maneuver and the average of differences between them is less than one second. 
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MRT Derived from the Three Methods
The experimental data for testing RCM were collected from DOY 335 to 354 of 2014. Two antennas were mounted on the roof of a building located at East China Normal University ( Figure 3 ). The baseline length between the two antennas was about 12 m. The two antennas were connected to the same receiver (Trimble BD982 clock synchronization dual-antenna GNSS receiver) [19, 20] . During the test, the sampling rate of GPS data collection was set to 1 Hz. We applied the RCM to estimate MRT values for the 20 days. For each satellite, we used the entire residual time series in implementing RCM to ensure that the lengths of the time series were long enough for correlation to generate reliable MRT estimates. The RCM-derived MRT estimates were compared with the ORTM-and ARTAderived ones for the 20 days. During the period of data collection (DOY 335 to 354 of 2014), the satellite of PRN 13 was undergoing orbit maneuver, and its repeat times were outside the normal range of [86,145, 86,165] s (or [235, 255] s in terms of daily advance time). No other satellites were affected by the maneuver in this period, and their repeat times were within the normal range. We first focused on the MRT estimates of the satellites unaffected by orbit maneuver. The differences between MRT estimates derived by the three methods are mostly not greater than 3 s (Figure 4 ). The time series of RCMderived MRT estimates fluctuate more than those derived by the other two methods, and time series of ORTM-and ARTA-derived MRT estimates are closer (Figure 4) . Except for the satellite of PRN 13, the absolute values of the differences between MRT estimates derived by ORTM, ARTA, and RCM 
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Effectiveness of Multipath Mitigation
MRT estimates derived from the three methods were adopted in ASF, namely ORTM-ASF, ARTA-ASF, and RCM-ASF, to correct the multipath of the single-differenced GPS L1 carrier phase observables, respectively. Then, the three kinds of corrected single-differenced observables were used to estimate the baseline components. For comparison, the uncorrected observables were also used to generate baseline solutions. The time series of the solutions generated from the corrected observables are much more stable than that generated from uncorrected observables (Figure 8) , which demonstrates that the three ASF corrections (ORTM-ASF, ARTA-ASF, and RCM-ASF) eliminate multipath effectively.
We estimated the baseline components both with satellite PRN 13 included and excluded, to investigate the influence of the satellite on baseline estimation and on the performance of the three ASF corrections. The results show that the baseline solutions are basically similar, and all the ASF methods perform well, no matter whether PRN 13 is involved in data processing or not (Figure 8) , which indicates that the data of PRN13 are usable in baseline estimation and ASF multipath mitigation.
The time series of solutions generated from observables corrected by different ASF methods are very similar on DOY 344, 2014 (Figure 8) . This indicates the effectiveness of multipath reduction of the three ASF methods are very close. Time series of solutions of DOY 345 and 346, which are not shown, are similar to that of DOY 344, and will lead to the same conclusions. To distinguish the slight differences between the efficiency of multipath reduction of the three ASF methods, quantitative analysis should be implemented. The time series of solutions generated from observables corrected by different ASF methods are very similar on DOY 344, 2014 (Figure 8 ). This indicates the effectiveness of multipath reduction of the three ASF methods are very close. Time series of solutions of DOY 345 and 346, which are not shown, are similar to that of DOY 344, and will lead to the same conclusions. To distinguish the slight differences between the efficiency of multipath reduction of the three ASF methods, quantitative analysis should be implemented.
STD reduction of baseline component time series is a criterion for assessing the effectiveness of multipath mitigation in coordinate domain. STD of time series of each baseline component for each day was calculated to distinguish slight differences between the time series (Tables 1 and 2) . The STD values were calculated from the data at epochs when the satellite of PRN 13 was visible from the view of the experimental GPS site. Using the observables corrected by the three ASF methods to estimate baseline components, the STD values of time series of the solutions reduce notably comparing to that generated from uncorrected observables (Tables 1 and 2 ). When the satellite of PRN 13 is excluded in baseline estimation, STD values of ORTM-ASF are smaller than that of ARTA-ASF in 5 lines, the opposite is true in the other 4 lines ( Table 1 ). Table 1 also shows that STD values of RCM-ASF are smaller than those of the other two methods in 7 lines. The comparisons of STD values indicate that either ORTM-ASF or ARTA-ASF shows no advantage over the other in STD reduction, whereas the RCM-ASF generally performs a little better than the other two methods. Including PRN 13 in data processing (Table 2) , most STD values are smaller than the corresponding ones in Table 1 , which indicates that STD values are reduced after adding the satellite of PRN 13 into baseline estimation and multipath corrections. In terms of STD reduction, RCM-ASF still performs better than the other two methods, and the ARTA-ASF shows an obvious advantage over ORTM-ASF (Table 2) contrasting to the comparison of the two methods in Table 1 . The ORTM-ASF performs as well as ARTA-ASF in STD reduction when the satellite PRN 13 is excluded in data processing (Table 1) . However, ARTA-ASF performs better than ORTM-ASF when the satellite PRN 13 is included ( Table 2 ). The only explanation for this is the ARTA method derives better MRT estimates than ORTM does for PRN 13. Since the RCM-ASF performs best in both cases of PRN 13 being excluded and included, whether the RCM derives the best MRT estimates for PRN 13 is not clear. For further investigation, the residual time series of single-differenced observables related to PRN 13 were extracted after baseline estimation. The multipath, if not eliminated from the observables, will partly enter into residuals ( Figure 9 , black line). When the observables are corrected by ORTM-ASF, ARTA-ASF, and RCM-ASF, the time series of residuals extracted after baseline estimation approximate the white noise random time series (Figure 9 ). RMS of residual time series reflects the level of multipath in residuals, which is a criterion for assessing the effectiveness of multipath mitigation in observation domain. The RMS of residual time series related to satellite PRN 13 were calculated for each day (Table 3) . RMS reduction of RCM-ASF is largest for each day, followed by that of ARTA-ASF, and that of ORTM-ASF is the smallest. The comparisons of RMS reduction demonstrate that the MRT estimates of PRN 13 derived by RCM are better than those derived by the other two methods for ASF multipath mitigation. The ORTM-ASF performs as well as ARTA-ASF in STD reduction when the satellite PRN 13 is excluded in data processing (Table 1) . However, ARTA-ASF performs better than ORTM-ASF when the satellite PRN 13 is included ( Table 2 ). The only explanation for this is the ARTA method derives better MRT estimates than ORTM does for PRN 13. Since the RCM-ASF performs best in both cases of PRN 13 being excluded and included, whether the RCM derives the best MRT estimates for PRN 13 is not clear. For further investigation, the residual time series of single-differenced observables related to PRN 13 were extracted after baseline estimation. The multipath, if not eliminated from the observables, will partly enter into residuals ( Figure 9 , black line). When the observables are corrected by ORTM-ASF, ARTA-ASF, and RCM-ASF, the time series of residuals extracted after baseline estimation approximate the white noise random time series (Figure 9 ). RMS of residual time series reflects the level of multipath in residuals, which is a criterion for assessing the effectiveness of multipath mitigation in observation domain. The RMS of residual time series related to satellite PRN 13 were calculated for each day (Table 3) . RMS reduction of RCM-ASF is largest for each day, followed by that of ARTA-ASF, and that of ORTM-ASF is the smallest. The comparisons of RMS reduction demonstrate that the MRT estimates of PRN 13 derived by RCM are better than those derived by the other two methods for ASF multipath mitigation. Figure 10 . In most cases, MRT estimate derived by ORTM or ARTA at a single epoch is equal or close (less than 2 s) to the daily average value (average of the MRT estimates of all epochs). For RCM, we used different lengths (one hour to seven hours) of residual time series to implement the method for evaluating its robustness; examples are shown in Table 4 . The MRT estimates generated from the residual time series of one-hour length may differ by several seconds (up to 10 s), while the differences of MRT estimates generated from that of four-hour length are within 2 s (Table 4) . Setting the MRT estimates from the full-length (seven hours) residual time series as the references, four hours is enough long for residual time series to generate MRT estimates with the biases (to references) less than three seconds. PRN02   242  242  242  242  242  241  242  242  242  242  241  241  242  243  241  239  240  241  240  237  239  241  235  239  242  241  243  2 4 4   PRN16   240  240  241  241  242  242  243  241  242  242  243  243  243  243  243  244  243  243  242  245  243  243  246  244  243  242  242  2 4 2 ORTM reads only two parameters ( c n and a ) from broadcast ephemeris to calculate the PRN02   242  242  242  242  242  241  242  242  242  242  241  241  242  243  241  239  240  241  240  237  239  241  235  239  242  241  243  244   PRN16   240  240  241  241  242  242  243  241  242  242  243  243  243  243  243  244  243  243  242  245  243  243  246  244  243  242  242  242 Remote Sens. 2018, 10, 6 13 of 16 ORTM reads only two parameters (n c and √ a) from broadcast ephemeris to calculate the repeat time of individual satellite with a very simple formula. This method has the lowest computational cost of the three. ARTA reads satellite positions from IGS precise ephemeris and calculates the unit vector of line-of-sight of station-to-satellite. In addition, there is a searching process in ARTA, which is time-consuming. Thus, the ARTA takes more computation than ORTM. RCM also includes a searching process. Besides, the residual time series have to be generated in advance for implementing RCM, which costs extra time. Hence the computational cost of RCM is the highest of the three.
As for real-time ASF, ARTA is an appropriate choice. IGS ultra-rapid ephemeris contains 24 h of predicted orbit. By adopting ultra-rapid ephemeris, ARTA is able to predict the MRT for the next day, which makes ARTA adaptable for real-time ASF. MRT estimates for each satellite (focus on satellite unaffected by orbit maneuvering) and each day of 2014 and 2015 were calculated by using IGS final and ultra-rapid ephemerides, respectively. MRT estimates generated from IGS final and ultra-rapid ephemerides are exactly the same for the majority of estimated values (Table 5) , which suggests that ARTA in real-time mode generates almost the same MRT estimates as does it in post-processing mode. Table 5 . The distribution of the differences between MRT estimates derived from IGS final and ultra-rapid ephemerides using ARTA. The 'Difference' in column one is MRT estimate derived from IGS final ephemeris minus that derived from IGS ultra-rapid ephemeris for each satellite and for each day of 2014 and 2015.
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Discussion
For satellites unaffected by orbit maneuvering, the MRT estimates derived by the three methods are very close. Our results show that the average of the differences between MRT estimates derived by ORTM and ARTA is less than one second, which is consistent with the results of Fang [10] and Agnew and Larson [16] . From the DOY of 335 to 354, 2014, the averages of the differences between RCM-derived MRT estimates and the other two methods derived ones are less than 1.2 s. In the case of all the adopted satellites are unaffected by orbit maneuvering, the multipath reductions are basically identical when the MRT estimates from the three methods are adopted by ASF to eliminate multipath. In comparison, RCM-derived MRT estimates show a slight advantage in multipath reduction.
Satellite PRN 13 was affected by orbit maneuvering during the observation period. The consistencies of the time series of MRT estimates from the three methods for PRN 13 are not as high as those for the unaffected satellites. There is a bias of about 20 s between the time series of MRT estimates from ORTM and ARTA for PRN 13. The time series of RCM-derived MRT estimates fluctuate much more for PRN 13 than for other unaffected satellites. The differences of multipath reduction of the three methods are more notable when PRN 13 was included in data processing. ORTM only uses orbit data and the method in nature calculates the orbit period of individual satellite. ARTA uses orbit data and the coordinates of a selected GPS station, and it calculates the repeat time of the geometric relationships between station and satellites. Larson et al. [8] pointed out that ARTA-derived estimates are better for representing real MRT than ORTM-derived ones. For PRN 13, our results show that using ARTA-derived MRT estimates in ASF eliminates multipath more effectively than using estimates derived by ORTM, which confirms the viewpoint of Larson et al. [8] .
RCM uses both orbit and observation data. The residual time series used in RCM are generated from the orbit and observation data, which contain the real multipath errors. If the other noises in the residual time series are eliminated, the method of searching maximal correlation coefficients between residual time series of two consecutive days is expected to generate the best MRT estimates of the three methods. Comparisons of multipath reductions of the three methods verify this expectation. The comparisons indicate that adopting the MRT estimates derived by RCM in implementing ASF performs better than adopting that from the other methods for multipath mitigation, no matter PRN 13 is included or not.
Previous studies did not adopt the data of satellites affected by orbit maneuvering in data processing (e.g., [6, 9, 11, 13] ). Choi et al. [6] and Larson et al. [8] used the mean MRT of the adopted satellites to implement sidereal filtering, and the effectiveness of multipath mitigation will get worse if the data of the affected satellites are included in their sidereal filtering. The ASF treats the observables of each satellite separately, thus the MRT estimate of one satellite deviating from the normal range does not affect the multipath mitigation for the observables of other satellites. We compared the STD of the time series of the baseline components estimated with and without PRN 13. The effectiveness of multipath elimination is not affected remarkably when PRN 13 is included in multipath mitigation and baseline estimation (contrasting Tables 1 and 2 ), which indicates that the data of satellite affected by orbit maneuvering can be used in sidereal filter as long as the filter treats the data of each satellite separately.
Though this study focuses on calculating MRT of GPS satellites, the three methods can be adapted to derive the repeat time of other GNSS constellations. Since the repeat time of other GNSS satellite may be no longer near a sidereal day, the methods should be implemented with caution when they are used for the non-GPS systems. For example, the GLONASS satellites run 17 revolutions in 8 days and hence the MRT of GLONASS satellite is near 8 days [23] . To eliminate the multipath of GLONASS satellites for the day of interest, we should use the residual time series from eight days ago to generate multipath correction model rather than from one day before. For GLONASS, the orbit data (residual time series) from two days with the interval of eight days are adopted by ARTA (RCM) to derive the MRT estimates. Using the ORTM for GLONASS, Equation (3) should be modified to 17 orbit periods instead of 2 orbit periods. The medium earth orbit satellites of BDS (BeiDou navigation satellite system) run 13 revolutions in 7 days [24] and the GALILEO satellites run 17 cycles in 10 days [1] . Similarly, the three methods should be adjusted accordingly when they are used for these two navigation satellite systems.
Conclusions
Multipath mitigation is an important step in GNSS data processing for geodetic and geophysical applications. The success of multipath elimination improves the precision and accuracy of GNSS positioning, which also contributes to the extraction of geophysical signals from the time series of GNSS solutions. Sidereal filtering can mitigate the GPS multipath effectively. However, without adopting accurate MRT in implementing sidereal filtering may well result in poorer multipath reduction. There are three commonly-used methods (ORTM, ARTA, and RCM) to estimate accurate MRT for improving sidereal filtering. We analyzed the robustness of the three methods. For ORTM and ARTA, in most cases, MRT estimates generated from the orbit data of a single epoch are equal or close (difference less than two seconds) to daily average MRT values for GPS satellites. For RCM, the length of residual time series may affect the MRT estimates, adopting the length of four hours or more is suggested to generate stable MRT estimates.
We compared the three methods in terms of efficiency of multipath mitigation, computational cost, and adaptability for real-time application, in order to provide a basis for method selection in practical applications. The RCM derives best MRT estimates for multipath mitigation no matter the satellite is affected by orbit maneuvering or not, though its advantage in multipath reduction over the other two methods is not significant (Tables 1 and 2 ). Thus, if the aim is to achieve the maximal multipath reduction, RCM is the right choice. ORTM is easy to implement and has the lowest computational cost among the three methods. As to real-time application, ARTA is the best choice because this method can utilize ultra-rapid orbit ephemerides of IGS to estimate MRT for the coming day. For a satellite affected by orbit maneuvering, the MRT estimates derived by ARTA and RCM are better than that derived by ORTM in multipath reduction. Thus, we suggest choosing ARTA or RCM in preference to ORTM for the case of affected satellite(s) being involved in multipath mitigation.
